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B1 Daily Routine of a Footballer LIU017 
 

Read the text about the daily routine of an English footballer. Some of the lines are 

correct. Some have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this word in the box next to 

the line. If the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The first two lines have been 

done for you. 

 

1 Jack Johnson is a football player who plays for Chelsea, ✓ 

2 a club in the England’s top league. On a normal training the 

3 day, when he gets up 8, has breakfast and then goes to   

4 the practice pitch, but on every match days he gets up   

5 later.  

6 Training sessions are being very intensive, especially  

7 the morning ones. Jack and his mates do a lot of  

8 tactical work, which prepares them for after the match   

9 the following weekend. In the afternoon, the worst  

10 players do some weight training and practice them  

11 moves with the ball.  

12 After training, while the team sometimes goes to the   

13 sauna and relaxes for an early hour. Then they have   

14 dinner together. Jack drives home in his car and usually  

15 gets to bed at about 10 later.   

16 On match days, the players don’t have lunch together  

17 and then to go to the stadium or get into the bus if  

18 it’s an away game. Before the match together the   

19 atmosphere in the dressing room is very tense because  

20 you’re always a bit nervous one. When the game is over,  

21 and Jack and his team have had won, they go to the  

22 next pub drink to celebrate a bit.  
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KEY 

 

1 Jack Johnson is a football player who plays for Chelsea, ✓ 

2 a club in the England’s top league. On a normal training the 

3 day, when he gets up 8, has breakfast and then goes to  when 

4 the practice pitch, but on every match days he gets up  every 

5 later.  

6 Training sessions are being very intensive, especially being 

7 the morning ones. Jack and his mates do a lot of ✓ 

8 tactical work, which prepares them for after the match  after 

9 the following weekend. In the afternoon, the worst worst 

10 players do some weight training and practice them them 

11 moves with the ball.  

12 After training, while the team sometimes goes to the  while 

13 sauna and relaxes for an early hour. Then they have  early 

14 dinner together. Jack drives home in his car and usually ✓ 

15 gets to bed at about 10 later.  later 

16 On match days, the players don’t have lunch together don’t 

17 and then to go to the stadium or get into the bus if to 

18 it’s an away game. Before the match together the  together 

19 atmosphere in the dressing room is very tense because ✓ 

20 you’re always a bit nervous one. When the game is over, one 

21 and Jack and his team have had won, they go to the had 

22 next pub drink to celebrate a bit. drink 

 


